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Streamline V4 to V5 Migration
With the move from CATIA® V4 to V5, companies are looking
for solutions to help them plan and budget their migration
strategy. Many obstacles stand in the way of smooth data
migration. PrescientQA Passport V5 streamlines the process and
provides the tools to help define your migration strategy.

A New Level of Knowledge
The Passport package is an affordable quality solution enabling you to
manage and control the migration of existing CATIA data:
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Can be used either interactively, or in batch mode, identifying the
readiness of your CATIA data for migration.
Automatically corrects, reorganises or cleans-up selected migration
obstacles.
Recognises and reports significant problems that impede migration.
Provides interactive information and advice to help you navigate the
migration issues and approaches.

Using the built-in reporting functionality of Passport, comprehensive
metrics are provided. Armed with this knowledge, you are able to plan
and implement a realistic migration strategy based on an accurate
analysis of the data.

Streamlined Migration
Using the results generated from Passport, users at all levels in the
organisation can quickly identify the areas that will cause delay in the
migration process. Passport's reporting helps you decide where to focus
design resources to streamline your migration.
Passport is flexible and configurable to meet your company's migration
strategies, so only relevant issues that apply to your data are identified.
Modeling issues can be assessed at any level with results that provide an
overview of the most common failures, down to a summary of the
issues on an element-by-element basis. This in-depth reporting gives
managers a complete and accurate perspective of the readiness of data
for migration.

Easier, Faster and Cost Effective
Migrating data from V4 to V5 is not without issues and no silver bullet exists to
make the process completely painless. Used in conjunction with Dassault utilities
(CATCLN, CHKTOP, SPECSCHECK, and GEOMCHECK) the process can
be streamlined and dramatically improved with Passport.
Automatic clean up and correction of many issues reduces manual rework
delivering immediate timesavings and reduced overhead costs. Issues that require
manual attention are identified, freeing your designers to focus on these
corrections and alleviating the need to manually review each model for problems.

Preparing for the Future
Many companies will continue to work with V4 for some time, even while
implementing CATIA V5. Wouldn't it make sense if you could learn to do "the
right things" today, so that your V4 data would migrate more easily tomorrow?
Interactive, onscreen advice supports the development of best practice
methodologies enabling you to refine design practices in preparation for the
future migration. Information generated by the reports can be fed back into the
design teams ensuring consistent modeling practices are established and
maintained to smooth the ongoing migration of V4 data.

A Package to Suit You
Available as a full system, subscription package, add-on to an existing
PrescientQATM installation, or as a service offering, Passport enables companies to
manage their data migration in the most cost-effective way.

A Solid Foundation
Passport is based on the proven, award-winning PrescientQA quality assurance
software, which is correcting errors, minimizing change orders and revolutionising
quality assurance processes for the world's most recognised manufacturers.

To learn more about streamlining your migration contact us on the
number below or by email.
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